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	Learning jQuery - Fourth Edition 4th Revised, 9781782163145 (178216314X), O'Reilly, 2013

	In 2005, inspired by pioneers in the field such as Dean Edwards and Simon Willison, John Resig put together a set of functions to make it easy to programmatically find elements on a web page and assign behaviors to them. By the time he first publicly announced his project in January 2006, he had added DOM modification and basic animations. He gave it the name jQuery to emphasize the central role of finding or querying parts of a web page and acting on them with JavaScript. Rapidly over the years since then, jQuery has grown in its feature set, improved in its performance, and gained widespread adoption by many of the most popular sites on the Internet. While Resig has since stepped down from his role as lead developer of the project, jQuery has blossomed, in true open source fashion, to the point where it now boasts a top-notch core team headed by Dave Methvin, as well as a vibrant community of thousands of additional JavaScript developers.

	

	The jQuery JavaScript library can enhance your websites regardless of your background. It provides a wide range of features, an easy-to-learn syntax, and robust cross-platform compatibility in a single compact file. What's more, hundreds of plugins have been developed to extend jQuery's functionality, making it an essential tool for nearly every client-side scripting occasion.

	

	Learning jQuery Fourth Edition provides a gentle introduction to jQuery concepts, allowing you to add interactions and animations to your pages—even if previous attempts at writing JavaScript have left you baffled. This book guides you past the pitfalls associated with Ajax, events, effects, and advanced JavaScript language features, and provides you with a brief reference to the jQuery library to return to again and again.
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The Real Taste of Spain: Recipes Inspired by the Markets of SpainPavilion, 2012

	More than 100 modern and traditional recipes for authentic Spanish dishes based on fresh, seasonal ingredients are adapted for the home kitchen


	From the famous Boqueria in Barcelona to the tiny village markets of rural Spain, market life and fresh regional products are at the heart of Spanish life and cuisine. These...


		

Zend Framework 2.0 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011


	Welcome to Zend Framework 2.0 Cookbook, the RAW edition. A RAW (Read As we Write) book

	contains all the material written for the book so far, but available for you right now, before

	it's finished. As the author writes more, you will be invited to download the new material and

	continue reading, and learning. Chapters in a RAW...

		

Hybrid Animation: Integrating 2D and 3D AssetsFocal Press, 2010

	Artist imaginations continue to grow and stretch the boundaries of traditional animation. Successful animators adept and highly skilled in traditional animation mediums are branching out beyond traditional animation workflows and will often use multiple forms of animation in a single project. With the knowledge of 3D and 2D assets and the...





	

Pro BizTalk 2006Apress, 2006
Pro BizTalk 2006 is a high-end resource that is based on real feedback from BizTalk developers. Authors George Dunphy and Ahmed Metwally are well known within the BizTalk community, and here they cover topics not discussed in other books, like performance tuning, scalability, and administration. This book also features examples of...


		

Music Composition For DummiesFor Dummies, 2008
Creative exercises build your composing skills    

    The fun and easy way to turn the tune in your head into a full-fledged composition!    

    Wish you could write music? You can! This friendly guide gives you everything you need to start composing, from choosing the right rhythm and tempo to...


		

Hygrothermal Behaviour and Building Pathologies (Building Pathology and Rehabilitation, 14)Springer, 2020

	
		This book presents recent research in the area of construction pathology, hygrothermal behaviour of buildings, service life and diagnostic techniques, and highlights the latest developments in building physics, hygrothermal behaviour, durability and numerical models applied to building materials analysis. Discussing the state of the...
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